Why Consumer Lawyers
Choose NCLC Digital Library

For over thirty-five years, NCLC treatises have been the definitive works on consumer law for lawyers, government, and industry. Twenty-one treatises, available individually or as a complete set. Written by many of the nation’s leading consumer law experts, some with over forty years of consumer law experience. The most up-to-date analysis of all areas of consumer law in both print and digital formats.
An indispensable resource for anyone practicing consumer law.

Subscribe Today [1]
> **Keep up with consumer law changes** with frequent online-only updates.

> **Pinpoint law changes**—recent updates and significant law changes are flagged in table of contents.

> **Be thorough**—over 5,000 key companion documents, available only online, are included with the series. Access pleadings, forms, discovery, agency letters, court decisions, regulatory and legislative history, and other primary source materials.

> **Search effectively**—flexible online searches across all twenty titles, multiple selected titles, or just this treatise let you rapidly find exactly what you need.

> **Follow live web links in the text for even more detail**—related pleadings, primary sources, court decisions, agency website pages, and subsections in this and other NCLC titles.

> **Share and copy key material**—copy/paste, download, print, and email treatise text and footnotes.

> **On the go**—specially formatted for tablets and smartphone compatibility.
Visit www.nclc.org/library and enter your username or email address and password. (or use password recovery)

Navigate with expandable table of contents.

Click on live links for further information and primary sources.

Use the search bar to search all NCLC treatises or just your subscriptions.
Features & Functions

Interactive options are included at the top of each page in book chapters and appendices.

Select text or footnotes and copy/paste into your documents.

Click on the “Highlight Updates” check box in the top right of each page to see what’s been added or revised since the last print edition.

Create annotations by selecting text and clicking on icon that appears. Then write and save notes in the text box.

Your annotations will appear at the top of the left pane.

For pleadings and more information, access Companion Material at the bottom of the Table of Contents.


Subscribe to the full set and save $1100 each year over the subscription prices for the 21 treatises. Subscribe Today [1]
Why Subscribe?

Many affordable options. Subscribe to the full set or individual titles.

Even individual subscriptions pay for themselves after one case.
Subscribe to the complete set for a complete collection and $1,100 savings.
We make it easy to cancel your subscription at any time.

Praise for NCLC Treatises

“The Series has the answers for the myriad questions that can arise. The analysis of the law contains an extensive study of state statutes and generous footnotes citing case law in every state.”
Texas Bar Journal

““The preeminent source of consumer lawyers is the National Consumer Law Center. Most consumer lawyers consider these manuals to be the bibles of their practice.”
State Bar of Michigan,
Consumer Law Section
"There are no other resources that we count on to get us to the right answer as often and as quickly as the NCLC's manuals."
Robert S. Green
Green & Noblin, PC

Be the Best Consumer Lawyer You Can Be

- Must-have materials for anyone practicing consumer law.
- Digital access makes finding what you need to win your case both quick and efficient.
- Expand your practice and improve your areas of expertise.
- Practice tips from expert attorneys working in the field.
- Primary sources and invaluable sample pleadings.

Subscribe to the full set and save $1,100 each year over the subscription prices for the 21 treatises. Subscribe Today [1]
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